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Title:  Mirror of my soul

Type:  Documentary

Résumé: Mirror of my soul dives the viewer at the hearth of Esthetique & Handicap’s 

philosophy through scenes of daily life of four disabled models who have found a certain 

harmony with themselves. The idea of limits related to handicap gives place to self-

transcendence which enables Nicolas, Marie, Benoît and Deza not only to handle a 

situation that seems very difficult to ordinary people but also to live life to the fullest. 
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Time: 52 min (a short version of 26 min is also available)
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Handicap: social disadvantage considered as an abnormality by 

society, which limits or prevents from doing normal activities 

related to age, sex, socio-cultural factors (Wikipedia).  

Restriction to do activities or to participate to social life in an 

environment for somebody due to partial, long-lasting or definitive  

impairment of one or several physical, sensory, mental, cognitive 

or psychic functions; be it for a poly-handicap or a debilitating 

disease. (France - Law 11 February 2005 dealing with rights and 

chances equality, social participation and citizenship for disableds.)     

A   
sking about «What’s a disabled», answers are numerous and vary not only from one person  another but, from one 

society to another and moreover from one period of time to another. For many centuries, the word «handicap» was 

related to pejorative notions such as «inferiority», «incompetent», «abnormality»... With the new definitions nowa-

days, even though they keep being unspecified and ambiguous, but one can notice a certain form of evolution in  

the way society interacts with disabled people.

Defining handicap in other ways proves that society is willing to deal with this issue which, despite the collective awareness, always go 

along with discomfort, fear, blunder...

If the body of a handicapped is a taboo body, his or her image is consequently nonexistent in this society where the worship of the perfect 

body holds sway and where the «Out-of-norm» disturbs. His or her whole universe keeps being intimately tied to the question of health 

and accessibility. And never to the question of love nor beauty...

What’s the best way to end this? In other words, what should we do to help society - including disabled themselves - to stop looking at a 

person with disability just as a broken body?  

Only Art has the power to make us face our reality and the universe surrounding us; to represent a symbolic world linked to our sensitivity, 

imaginary, fantasy and to exclaim the death of all norms and criteria; and moreover, to force the appreciation of crippled or strangely 

shaped artworks to many people. Yet, people looking like these artworks in real life stay invisible and arouse curiosity. 

To unveil a new face of   handicap, the approach in this documentary is an eyes meet between four models whose body bears visible and 

invisible bruises and an aesthetic work on the image taking on contemporary ad codes through daily life scenes. 

Questionings and encounters with Marie, Nicolas and Benoît in their intimacy give rhythm to this film in which I get onto burning issues 

among other the conditions of integrating people with disabilities; some other taboo questions are also tackled such as the desire, giving 

birth, being in couple for disabled people. 

The Esthetique & Handicap philosophy is a retort to the way society looks at people with disabilities. It bears strong messages and 

enables the development of new referents useful for the whole society.              



Bio-filmography

B   
orn in December 6th 1973 in Otélé from a professor of math who founded the 

Collège Educateur and a housewife, Deza grew up in Eséka, a small town in 

the center of Cameroon where her family moved while she was two. Her life 

was plunged into a nightmare at the age of four as she came down with a 

mysterious disease that kept her long time away from home; sometimes she 

was brought to hospitals incapable of diagnosing what she was suffering from; some other 

times, she was brought to darkened huts of healers who always claimed to have the know-

ledge and healing powers.  

A few years later, she was brought back home and from time to time, was able to attend 

the primary school of her district when her health got set. Always ready to learn as to catch 

up; she found a passion reading and started with Amadou Koumba, Birago Diop, Mongo 

Beti’s tales. Later on, she devoured books from African literature in her family’s library. 

Her father introduced her to the mathematics which she mastered as well as French, His-

tory and Geography. She was particularly fond of piano and drawing to fill in the never-en-

ding time once in the dormitories of Eséka’s high school. As a disabled teenager, Deza has 

no other concern than books. Thus, she passed her diplomas with distinction and moved 

to Yaoundé, the capital, where she extended her circle of friends. She discovered among 

other new places: Duala and its awful heat strokes, Dschang where grow “French apples”, 

Ngaoundéré and its rounded and colorful cabins made with mud… She enjoyed meeting with 

people and during those trips, she gave herself up to poetry, writings and music. 

1996: Hello Paris. For the first time in her life, Deza realized that being a disabled woman 

was seen as a major social problem in some places in the world. A long stay at a hospital 

ended up with an important surgery: an arthrodesis with 2 Harrington rods replacing her 

backbone fixed with 8 screws; a few years of rehabs… drawings and writings as usual. Then, 

the Sorbonne-Nouvelle University. A BA in English language, literature and civilization. 

Welcome to America. The University of Connecticut at Storrs; New York museums; the 

fashion world... Finally, a Master degree in E-Business. 

Back to Paris: Deza truly experienced what it means to be a black woman with a disability. 

DISCRIMINATION ! After a short and disappointed mission at a marketing service of a french 

company in Paris, she decided to create her first organization fully dedicated to ARTS in 

February 2005.  

Her goal is to raise awareness on social problems and contribute to their transformation 

through Arts: a few projects under her direction (music, sculpture, dance, fashion); with 

artists from various backgrounds and origins (Korea, India, United States, Africa); the 

development of concepts among other Aesthetics and Disability focussed on the image of 

disabled people.

In 2008, she joined the consulting department of a Design Agency in charge of brand 

strategic analysis. In June, 2011 she started E&H LAB, a consulting agency specialized in 

SER* (Diversity & People with disabilities). She finished editing her first documentary film,  

Miroir de mon âme, in October 2011. 

*Social and Environment Responsibility.

Deza Nguembock, 
Film Director
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